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On the Asymptotic Behavior of Generalized Processes, 
with Applications to Nonlinear Evolution Equations 
J. 11. I?i~.r. 
The invariance principle, introduced by LaSalle [40] and subsequently- 
generalized by Hale [34], gives information on the structure of w-limit sets in 
dynamical systems possessing a Liapunov function, and the principle and 
related methods have been used to determine the asymptotic behavior of solutions 
to a wide variety of evolution equations (see Kefs. [4, 10, 17-19, 23-29, 34, 48, 
51, 55, 561). The principle has been extended by Dafermos [24] to compact 
processes, a special class of nonautonomous systems, including, in particular, 
dynamical and asymptotically dynamical systems, periodic, almost periodic, 
asymptotically periodic, and asymptotically almost periodic processes. In this 
paper we describe and apply some modified versions of the invariance principle 
for a class of nonautonomous systems which we call generulized processes. A 
generalized process is a natural extension of the concept of a process to evolu- 
tionary systems whose solutions for given initial data are not, or are not known 
to be, unique. ilside from treating nonuniqueness, this paper significantly 
weakens two hypotheses which are customarily made in connection with the 
invariance principle, namely, that the Liapunov function I’ be (i) continuous 
with respect to convergence in the phase space, and (ii) nonincreasing along 
solution paths. 
The need for weakening (i) ma! be seen from the problem of proving that all 
weak solutions zc(.v, t) of 
w,, -L wt - A,,. ~.~ 7~3 0, x E (R), t 0, 
(1.1) 
zc(., t () 0, f‘ 0, 
tend to zero as t + m, where 8 is a bounded open subset of .P with boundar! 
?a. A suitable phase space for (1. I) is 
A- w;;‘(n) \ L”(Q) 
For + -2 (zc,, , 201j E S let T(t)d, (,74t), zc.‘,(t)], whcrc zc is the weak solution of 
(I I ) satisfying (zfi[O), V,(O)) :w,, 1 ‘ZC, ) A natural I,iapunov function r 7 : .I- f ./rl 
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is given by V(ZU, V) = jr? [I VW 1’ + rP t iw’] dx, in terms of which the energy 
equation becomes 
(1.2) 
It is not obvious that the positive orbitCl((gl) 1 (JtE,& i l’(t)+ is precompact in X 
for each + E S. Since precompactness of If ! (4) . is essential for the existence of 
a nonempty w-limit set it is tempting to give S the weak topology, since then it 
follows from (1.2) that // T(t)+ (lx is bounded for t E .%‘k, so that 8+(+) is 
sequentially weakly precompact. Unfortunately, however, 1~. is not sequentially 
weakly continuous, and hence the standard invariance principle arguments 
break down. This difficulty was overcome in a similar problem in [4], but in the 
present paper a different remedy is adopted which is more amenable to abstract 
generalization; in place of continuity conditions on C7 itself we substitute lower 
semicontinuity or related conditions on the change in 1~- in fixed time along 
solution paths. For example, it is easily seen from (1.2) that the function 
+ -P I’(+) ~ V( T(t)+) is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous on X for each 
t E d-. -4 less obvious property of 1; is that if $,7 5 4, and if C-(4,,) - 
V(T(t)&,) ---f 0 for some t > 0, then I’(+,,) - V(i(4). These two properties are 
special cases of the general conditions discussed in this paper. In the case of (1.1) 
our results imply that T(t)+ tends to zero (strongly) in S as t - a3 for any 4 E A*. 
In other examples we obtain convergence to some one of a number of steady- 
state solutions. It should be noted that Dafermos [25] has proved an interesting 
invariance principle for uniform compact processes on a metric space under the 
assumption that I’ itself be lower semicontinuous; simple examples for ordinary 
differential equations in 9’” show, however, that this result does not extend to 
compact processes in general. 
The need for weakening hypothesis (ii), that I- be nonincreasing along 
solution paths, is illustrated by the problem of determining the asymptotic 
behavior of solutions of nonautonomous equations that in some sense become 
autonomous as t + co. Under appropriate conditions such equations generate an 
asymptotically generalized flow (cf. Section 3) on a suitable function space. It 
may then happen that the autonomous equation possesses a Liapunov function, 
I’, which is nonincreasing along solution paths of the autonomous equation, but 
which may increase along solution paths of the nonautonomous equation. In 
such cases the rate of increase of V(t) for large t is not arbitrary, but is restricted 
by the requirement that the nonautonomous equation is asymptotically auto- 
nomous Typically the following condition holds, that for any s F .JAl 
Under conditions of this type, and under hypotheses such as those discussed 
in the previous paragraph, our results have the following flavor: For the given 
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solution there exists an interval 1 of real numbers such that for each 7 .: I there 
is an orbit in the w-limit set on which I’ takes the constant value y. In general, as 
is shown in Section 4 hv examples of ordinary differential equations in .A’“, cmc 
cannot conclude that I. is constant on everv orbit in the w-limit set. If, howe\ cl-, 
it is known that there arc only finitely many orbits on which V is constant, or if‘ 
certain other conditions hold, then stronger results may be obtained. (‘ondition 
(1.3) was motivated by work of JIall and Peletier [J I], who considered the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions of the one-dimensional heat equation with 
asymptotically autonomous nonlinear boundary conditions. In [I J] an invariance 
principle was established for asvmptoticallv dynamical systems d&cd on a 
metric space, possessing a continuous Liapuno\- function I ‘, and with onl! a 
finite number of rest points. The main idea of the proof is used in this paper. 
Even for continuous I -, however. the results presented here impto\-e those in 
[ 1 I] by weakening other continuity requirements, by allowing for nonuniqueness 
of solutions, and b\, giving information when there arc infinitely manv rest 
points. 
‘J-he plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we prove the abstract results 
for nonlinear semigroups defined on a limit space. In Section 3 vvc combine 
dev-ices of Dafermos [27] and Sell [50] to deduce corresponding results for 
generalized processes possessing an asymptotic hull. In Section 4 the results for 
asymptotically generalized flows are applied to ordinarl- differential equations in 
/P. Using work of Artstein [I] we give conditions under which cl-cry bounded 
solution tends to a rest point as t ---+ a. In Section 5 w-e Jnove analogous results 
for weak solutions of operator equations of the form 
where A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T(t) of bounded 
linear operators on a Banach space X, and where f: S \,’ 9 --f S is a nonlinear 
function which stabilizes as f - CC to an autonomous functionj A---+ .V in the 
sense that 
.I I 
lim i 0 f J ., ;,y: ~ f(U, s) -f(u)11 A (1.5) 
for every bounded subset G of S. IJse is made of a result (cf. Balakrishnan [57], 
Ball [S]) which establishes the equivalence between weak solutions of (1.4) and 
solutions of the integral equation 
u(t) T(f ~~ t,,) u(f,,) fi T’(f - s),~(u(s), 5) t/s, f f,, (1.6) 
. f,, 
The discussion is divided into two cases. 
In Subsection (a) we consider the case when T(t) is compact for f ‘Y 0 and ,f is 
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continuous in u. Under further natural hypotheses, and for the case when the 
autonomous equation 
zi --= Al +f(u) (1.7) 
possesses a continuous Liapunov function I _ : S + .ti, we determine the 
asymptotic behavior of weak solutions of (1.4). Th e necessary existence theor\ 
for (1.4) and (1.7) is due to Pazy [43], and some improvements of his results are 
described. The theory is applied to parabolic initial boundary value problems of 
the form 
Uf = Au +<y(u, t), srn, t s, 
u j&l -I 0, u jlsu prescribed, 
(1.8) 
where Q c .Y” is a bounded open set, and where g(u, t) stabilizes as t - 0; to 
an autonomous functiong(u). 
In Subsection (b) we consider the case when S is reflexive andfis sequentially 
weakly continuous with respect to u. In this case it is necessary for applications to 
consider Liapunov functions which are not sequentially weakly continuous, so 
that the full strength of the abstract theory is required. Under further hypotheses 
an existence and continuation theorem is proved for (1.4) using the Schauder- 
Tychonov fixed point theorem; the theorem extends similar results for the case 
of an ordinary differential equation in a Banach space (=1 == 0) due to Chow and 
Schuur [21], Fitzgibbon [33], and Knight [36]. S imilar results to those in sub- 
section (a) are proved concerning the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (1.4) 
when (1.7) possesses a Liapunov function. The theory is specialized further to an 
abstract damped nonlinear wave equation 
6 -;-. But f F(w, zi,, t) =- 0, (1.9) 
where B is a densely defined positive self-adjoint operator on a real Hilbert 
space H with B-l compact, and where F: D(B’/“) x H x %’ + H. Fairly strong 
conditions are imposed on the asymptotic form of F as t + CD. Two special 
cases of (I .9) are discussed in detail. The first is the nonlinear hyperbolic initial 
boundary value problem 
zctt + a(w, t) wt - Aus +- +(zc, t) ::- 0, x E !2, f :r s, 
20 /?I? .= 0, zc /I.Y-E and zct I,-,< prescribed. 
(1.10) 
The second is an initial boundary value problem for a nonautonomous version 
of a rod equation discussed by Ball [3-51, namely, 
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‘l-he existence and continuation theorems for (1.4) h ave applications to pro\-ing 
rigorous blow-up theorems for certain nonlinear partial differential equations: 
these results will appear in [9]. 
2. INVARIANCE PRmcwLEs FOR NONLINEAR SEMIGROXJPS 
In this section we shall be concerned with nonlinear semigroups defined on 
a set .‘T. \l’e shall suppose that 3’ forms a limit space (see below); this turns out 
to be more convenient, as well as more general, than assuming .!T to be a topolo- 
gical space. A similar point of view in a dynamical systems context has been 
adopted by I,aSalle [40]. 
DEFINITIOK. A set .T forms a hit spnce if to each of certain infinite sequences 
{x,,:Tz -=- 1, 2,...] in .“x’ (called convergent sequences) there corresponds at least 
one element .2’ of Y, called a limit of .T,? , so that the following conditions are 
satisfied. (For convenience we write x,, 4 .T if x is a limit of s, .) 
(i) If x,, : s for all rl thtn v 5 1 > 1 L,, G .> 
(ii) If .vR 5 s and s, is a subsequence of .x?, , then .vu. 5 s. 
hkanzple. If I’ is a topological space then X forms a limit space in which 
convergence is the usual convergence of sequences in the topology of .1’. 
We now make a number of definitions. Each has a natural topological counter- 
part, but the reader is warned that if .?” is a topological space, then in general 
none of the terms defined below have their usual topological meanings. 
DEFINITIONS. A limit space Y is Hausdorff if each convergent sequence has 
precisely one limit. 
If .‘x’ is a limit space and =I c :f then d is precompact if any sequence in &-I 
has a subsequence con\-crying to a point of 3; if B C !K then the closure of R is 
defined by ‘ZfB -~ [,Y t 3’: there exists (s,,] r B with x,, 5 x]. 
A map f : .d’ --f i?/ between limit spaces .T’, ,!// is continuous if .v,, Ir, .\ 
impliesf(s,,) If(‘y). 
4 real-valued functionCy defined on a limit space 3 is lower semicontinuous 
if s,; 5 s implies g(r) .< h,,..., ~y(.vn). 
Let 3” be a limit space. Let T(.) be a semigroup on .CE’, that is a family of 
continuous maps T(t): 3” --f X, t E .Y?+, satisfying (i) T(0) == identity, (ii) 
T(s -f- t) =- T(s) T(t) for all s, t E d! . Let V: 3-t Y?. 
For (I, E X define the positive orbit through # by (9 +($J) zf (Jtt,# i- T(t)$, the 
w-limit set of Q!I by ~(4) =m: (C/J E 3’: there exists a sequence t, ---f 03 such that 
T(t,)ql’ -%+}, and the 1’ w-limit set of z,A by my($) x= (4 E b: there exists a 
sequence t,, ---f co such that T(t,<)$ 5 4 and I’( T(t,,)$) --f t’(+)j. Clearly 
~“(4) C w($) for any # t Z”, with equality if 17 is continuous. 
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A subset A of 9” is said to be positively invariant if T(t)a c A for all t E 9 1, 
and inerariunt if T(t)A = A for all t E 9?+. An invariant set consisting of a single 
point is called a rest point. 
Various forms of the following basic lemma are given in [13, 27, 34, 4.01. The 
proof, though well known, is included for the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA 2.1. w(G) is positively invariant for each 4 E .p’. If G*(#) is precompact 
then w($) is nonempty, and if in addition ?!” is Hausdorff, then w(#) is invariant. 
Proof. Let $ E w(#J), t E 9’. Th ere exists t,, + cc such that T(t,,)t,b 5 $. 
It follows from the continuity of T(t) that T(t f t,,)+ -2 T(t) T(t,,)$ 5 T(t)+, so 
that T(t)+ E w(4). Hence w(#) is positively invariant. Let d i (4) be precompact 
and let X be Hausdorff. Clearly ~(4) is nonempty. Let (b E w(Q!J), t,, 3 co, 
T(tn)# 14, t E S?-. By the precompactness of Cc-(#) there exist a subsequence 
t, of t, and an element x E w(I,!J) such that T(t, - t)t,,b 5 x. Hence T(t,,)J, 
Z’(t) T(t, - t)# 4 T(t),y. Thus T(t)x = 4, so that w($) is invariant. 1 
Our first result is 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 4 E F and let V satisfy the condition 
vu 1 
For any sequence t, --) co with T(t,)# 2 4, and for anv t E %‘+, 
q4) - VW)+) < Li!uwtn)~) - T/(T(t, + f)iN. n-r 
Suppose that for each 7 E S+ 
lim[V(T(t)#) - V( T(t + T)#)] ZG; 0. 
+ 
Then for each 4 E w(#) the function V(T(t)$) is nondecreasing on W+. 
Proof. Let t, -+ 03, T(tn)# 5 (6, t E W+. Then T(t,, + t)# -% T(t)+, so 
that by (A,) we obtain 
V(d) - V(T(t)+) < lh[V(T(t,)#) - V(T(t,, + t)$)] <; 0. 
n-132 
The result follows since ~(4) is positively invariant. 1 
Remark. Condition (A,) is satisfied in particular (for all ~6 E .X) if for each 
7 E 9?+ the map $ w [V($) - V(T(T)$)] . 1s 1 ower semicontinuous on Y. Under 
this assumption, however, it is not so easy to deduce Theorem 3.5 from 
Theorem 2.2. 
For y E g let l&, = (4 E .Y: V(T(t)4) = y for all t E W-r-}. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let # E S and let V satisfy the condition 
If t, + ~0, T(t& 5 p, and V(T(tJ4) - V(T(t, + T)#) + 0 unz.ormZy 
w if OY T in compact subsets of B?+, then V(T(t,)#) + V(4). 
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Let I?+($) be precompact, let the map t F+ bV(T(t)+) be continuous on (0, GC), 
and let a: = bl-., l*(T(t)#), p y= %i, .7, v(T(t)$). 
(i) Suppose that 
lim[V(T(t)$) -- V(T(t -1 T)I/i)] ;- 0 for ecery _ TEL@., 
and let /3 > .-GO. Then co > p : 2 :> --cr, and UJJI,!J) n ‘Il., is nonempty for 
each y E [01, /3]. 
(ii) Suppose that 
‘,l:[ V( T(t)ql,) - V( T(t T)$)] =.-- 0 for ez*ery 7 t 9 t. 
Then CC > ,B > a: 3;. --co, wV(#) n MY is nonempty for each y E [a, ,Kj, and 
44) = 4#) c U&J31 MY 
Remark. Condition (I&,) is satisfied in particular (for all I$ E 3) if &, 2 #J 
and V(&) ~~ Pr(T(~)$,,) - 0 uniformly for T in compact subsets of W+ imply 
that Y(dii) 4 F(4). 
In order to prove Theorem 2.3 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let f be a real-valued continuous function on (0, co). 
(i) Suppose 
pp) -f(t + s)l = 0 for ez!erq s&j+- 
Let CY :-.-: I;mt,=f(t),/3 = li;;;,-,f(t), and let /3 > -co. Let y E [n, /3] (allowing 
y = FCC if N = -co or ,8 :z-- 00). Then there exists a sequence t,, ---f 03 such that 
f (t,! + T) - y uniformly for 7 in compact subsets of B?+- with (in the case y == -i- 00) 
f (t,,) - f (t,, 1 7) - 0 uniformly for T in compact subsets of ,%+ _ 
(ii) Suppose 
I,[z[f(t) - f(t f- s)] = 0 for euery s E 92”. 
Then f (t) - f (t +- s) - 0 as t + ‘;o uniformly for s in compact subsets of B-t. 
Proof. (i) We first show that if s, + s0 > 0 and t,, + ~13, then 
lim[f(fd -f(tn + sn>] 2 0. (“1 n->m 
(We remark that (“) does not hold in general if sg _= 0.) Let 0 < a -c. h --I cci. 
For positive integers m, n let G,,,,,, {s E [a, b]: f(t) ~ f(t :. s) 1,: l/m for 
all t ‘z n), Since f is continuous, G ,,,. ), is closed. Also, for each m we have b\ 
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hypothesis [a, b] ~~~ (Jz~=, G ,,,,,, . By the Baire category theorem some G,,,,,, 
contains an open interval. Repeat this procedure for each [a, h] C (0, CO) and let 
G,, be the union of the corresponding open intervals. Clearly G,,, is open and 
dense in (0, m). Let G :: n*z(=r G,,, G is dense in (0, GO). Let s,, --f s,, E G. It is 
easy to see that (*) holds. NOW let s,, __-’ 0 be arbitrar?- and choose sr E G with 
s1 < s,r Lets,, + s,, and t,, + 7;. Then t!, z,, s1 - m and 5,, ~- s,, -‘- si --, s,, 
Hence 
hl[f(t,z ~- s,, - sl) f(t,, Sn)] -2 0. 
,I ‘7 
But by hypothesis 
lim[f(t,J -- .f(t,, -‘~ s,, - s,)] 2: 0, 
n-3 r
so that (*) again follows. If a: = /3 < cc then any sequence f,, + CO satisfies the 
conclusion of the lemma. If 01 = /I = CO let t,, =m 1 + max{t E @:f(t) < n}. 
Suppose that r,, c 7. By (“) h,,_, [f(t,l - 1) -f(tn $ T,)] 2 0. But 
.f(t,, -- 1) -f(t,l + 7,) .< 0, so that f(t,! - I) -f(t,! + T,) -+ 0. In particular 
j(t, - I) -.f(tri) + 0. Therefore f(t,?) -f(t,! -:~ T,,) + 0 as required. 
Let (Y <: j3 and let y E (a, p). Choose yr E (a, y). There exists a sequence 
.s,,& + a withf(Q = yr for each m. Let Y,,, = min{t : t > s,,, -1. 1 andf(t) = y). 
The sequence Y,,, - s,,, -+ a, since otherwise there would be a subsequence 
Y&l - s,, + I >> 1. By (*) we would then have b,-, [f(s,) - f(r,J] 2 0, which 
contradicts the fact that f(s,J -f(yJ = yr - y < 0. Let t,,.,,, = Y,,, - n - 1. 
For fixed n and large enough m we have t,,,,,, .> s,,, and f(tll,,,, 1- r) < y for all 
7 E [0, 121. Further, by (*), for large enough m and all 7 E [0, n], 
.f(f,,,,,, - T) - f(Y,,() ‘- - 1 in. 
Hence there exists m(n) such that 
~ f(f N,mo!) LT) -y' < l/n for all 7 E [O, nl, 
and t,, ===dcf t,,,.,(,,) - co as n + c;o. Clearly {t,,} has the required properties. 
Finally let iy < ,8 and y E [n, j?]. Choose y,( t (or, /3) with y,, + y. By the above, 
for each n there exists f,,' E 9+ with f(t,,’ 2 T) - y,, ; < l/n for all 7 E [0, n] 
and t,,’ -+ GO. The sequence {t,,'} has the required properties. 
(ii) Let t, av + co, s,, + s. Applying (*) to -f we see that .f (tli ~-- 1) 
.f(t,, L s,,) --f 0. Hence f(t)!) ---.f(t,, - s,,) - 0. 1 
Proqf of Theorem 2.3. (i) Let f(t) = V(T(t)$), and let y E [u, /3] with 
y + &K. Let (tll] be a sequence with the properties given in Lemma 2.4(i). 
Since C ‘(#) is precompact there exist a subsequence (t,} of (t,,} and an element 
4 E ~(ll,) with T(t,)$ :;C. For any 7 EM’-, T(t,, -2 T)$ 5 T(T)+. By the lemma 
r/( T(tu ‘- 7))) -.- r’(T(t, L T L ‘)I/) - 0 uniformly for ? in any compact 
j‘J;/27!2-6 
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subset of & , so that by condition (U,) we haw I-(T(t,, T)$) - C-(T(T)+) y, 
‘I’hus wV($) n AZ.,, is nonempty. Suppose ,E =~ ma, (CY - c(‘). Let ;t., / be the 
sequence in the lemma corresponding to y cc (y cn). ‘I’hc same 
argument as above shows that there is an elementrX F ~(4) with I(T(t,,)$) -* I ~(a), 
which is a contradiction. 
(ii) Let d, t ~(4) and let t,, t M;,, T(t,,)# & c/j. Hl the given condition, 
Lemma 24(ii), and condition (I%,) vvc deduce that for ever> 7 i- .‘A . 
1 v’(t,l TN) + I’($). Hence ~(4) w~,(I/J) i- ~.it,,~j~ AIZ.,, and fl Y, ~~ x. ‘I’hc 
result now follows from part (i). 1 
One vvay in which ‘I’heorem 2.3 may be applied is the following. Suppose that 
.f is a Hausdorff topological space and that onlv finitely manv of the sets 
;\I. n K/C (I/J), y E [A, /3], are nonempty. Then -under the hypotheses of 
‘I’heorem 23(i) we deduce that ‘I 6, so that by Theorem 2.3(ii), o($) 
or, C- JI, If, further, it is known that ,l,I, consists only of a finite number of 
points, and if the map t ---+ T(t){ I J is continuous on 9 (so that ~(4) is connecyd), 
then it follows that ~(4) consists of a single rest point d,, and that T(t)+ --t $, 
V( T(r)/,) 4 r .($I) as t ---F x. 
Let S be a limit space. For simplicity we suppose that S is Hausdorlf. Lye 
denote bv S”* the set of all maps 4: .X- +.;I: and give Sye’ the limit space 
structure of pointwise convergence, i.e., +,, -< + if and only if Q,,(f) L:“,(t) 
for all t E .X If 4 E S” and T E ./A the r-franslate +T of 4 is defined by (oT(t) 
$(t ~~~ T) for all t L./R Ixt A-l(.Y) 1 cenote the set of all subsets of S,” 
13wmmoN. Al map G: .B + .-l(AT) is a ~~ene~olizetl pm-ess on .\ if the 
following properties arc satisfied: 
(i) If s c .X, (G E G(s), 7 F .fi., then +7 t G(s T). 
(ii) If .r‘ t .‘A and (6,, c G(s) with 4,,(O) con\-crgent then thcrc exist 4, cm C(z) 
and a subsequence Q,, of (hli such that 4,‘ c% d. 
A function d, i; G(s) with a(O) .Y is called a path originating at (s. .x). A 
generalizctl process G which is a constant (ix., G(s) G(t) for all S, t. r:-Y) is 
called a generalized flow. I,et 2,” denote the set of all subsets of .V. If C; is a 
generalized process on .\- 1%~ ma!- define a corresponding family of operators 
7:<;(t, s): 2: t 2Y hy 
1 ‘G(t, s)l:’ (J d(f)? I:’ r s. (3.1) 
&G‘l,<) 
d(0)F.E 
If s t .\- we abbreviate 7 -(;(t, .s)I.V) by Ur,(t, x).v. The following result is casil! 
proved. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a generalized psocess on AY, and let lrc;(., .) be dejined 
by (3.1). Then 
and 
G;(;(t+ 7) s)E c u,(t, s $ T)u(;(T, .s)l:‘ fos all t, T E d , 5 E .Y?, E c .Y. (3.3) 
Xote that equality need not hold in (3.3) since if s E .9, T E .X., 4 E G(s), 
Q!J E G(s -i T), and $(T) == C/J(O), th en the function 4 defined by d(t) = a(t) for 
0 < t < 7,$(t) = #(t - T) for t > T need not belong to G(s). Thus the defini- 
tion of a generalized process allows for a type of history dependence. Sate also 
that it follows from the definition that if E is precompact then 1 .(,(t, s)Z: is 
precompact for each t E .%‘I, s E .%, .Y E S. 
If G is a generalized process such that for each s E .#, s E S there is precisely 
one path originating at (s, X) then G is called a process. If G is a process then for 
each s E .%‘, .v E -\-, and t E .& the set Lj-,(t, s)s consists of a single point, so that 
Lr,;(t, s) induces a map from *IV into S. Furthermore equalit!- holds in (3.2) and 
(3.3). 
Our definition of a generalized process is but one of a number of wa!-s to give 
an abstract framework for nonautonomous systems with possibly nonunique 
solutions. For a survey of other methods see Bushaw [ 161. Of particular interest 
is the work of Barbashin [ 12] on autonomous systems, extended and cicv eloped 
by Bronstein [14], Budak [15], Minkevic [41], and Roxin [46, 471. ‘I’hesc authors 
consider a family of operators possessing properties similar to those of the 
C’c.(., ,), and then deduce from assumed continuitv conditions the csistence of 
suitably defined solution paths. Our approach, which takes as fundamental the 
solutions themselves, makes the application of the thcorv to examples more 
direct. 
IJet T’ be the set of all generalized processes on .Y. \\‘e define conrcrgcncc of 
sequences in 9 as follows: G,, ?- G if and only if for any suhscquencc G,,, of G,, , 
for any s E d, and for an\’ sequence c$,,, t G,,,(s) such that G!I,,,(O) is con\-et-gent, 
there exist 4 E G(s) and a subsequence 4, of &, with +,L % 41. It is clear that 
with this definition of convergence 9 forms a limit space. Kotc that in general %’ is 
not Hausdortt‘, since if G,, z G 
Y 
and if G E 9 satisfies G(s) t’ G(s) for all .s E .# 
then G,, + G’. 
If CT E :d then the a-tmnslate of a generalized process G on .Y is the generalized 
process G,, defined b\ 
DEFISITION (compare Dafermos [23]). A subset YZ of rC is said to bc a Zrull 
of the generalized process G if and onlv if the following properties arc satisfied: 
(1) (iii-en an\- sequence ii,. in .d there exist C; 
of (I,, such that G.. -2, c, 
YF and d sulxxqu~nc~ ,i,, 
(7) c; ir 2. I1 
(3) .;// is translation inwriant. i.c., if G .iy’, (i .: !4 then G,, 5 3’. 
liemtrrft,s. If X L ‘g satisfies (I ) and (2). then .vl { G,;: G c Y , o c -3; is a 
hull of G. -1 gencralizrd proct‘ss ma!- ha\-c infiniteI!- man!’ hulls, or it may have 
none. 
For the remainder of this section we suppose that G is a ~cneraiizctt process on 
S and that A‘ is a hull for G. I,ct .*/‘[#I ( jG, a; E .N ” .I--“. : d, (1 G(s) for 
some s t .#I. \\‘e define convergence in .T[X] as follows. \Vc say that 
(G,, , $,,j -:‘I% (G, ~$1 if and only if there exists s E :IA such that +!, F G,,(s), 
C/J E G(s), and G,, 2+ (,, ~4,~ 5% $. Clearly .‘t”[X] f arms a limit space‘ with this 
convergence. C‘ombining ideas of Dafermos [37] and Sell [50] WY make the 
following: 
S(t)G ~= (;, ( 
It follows from the definitions that S(.) d fi e nes a semigroup, the semi@oup of 
translates, on 2, and that T(.) d fi e nes a semigroup, the semigroup associated with 
G and X, on F[.F]. Note that the sequential continuity of S(.) and T(.) for 
1 E .JA is immediate. 
Since ;iy is a hull of G, the positive orbit through G of S(,) is precompact in .X. 
The w-limit set is denoted Y’,. and is called the asymptotic hull of G in sy’. Xote 
that, by Lemma 2.1, *V: is positively invariant under S’(.), and that if iy’ is 
HausdorR (with respect to convergence in 9) then Y, is invariant under S(.). 
D~FIKITIOSS (compare Barbashin [ 121). A subset z3 of -i-is said to be positive/y 
quasi-inwzriant if for an!; s E .-I there exist G E A?= and a path 4 E G(O) such that 
40) x and +(M 1) C z3, and gunsi-invariant if for any s E A there exist G E Y’, 
and a map $: .X + .A such that <l,(O) -= x and JI,, c G(a) for all o EM, where 
l),,(t) --‘ler (IJ(C t) for all t t .IA If 0 E:#, +: [o, mj -+ .I-, the Q-limit set of 4 is 
defined b! Q(d) 1.x E S: there exists a sequence t., + x‘ such that (r(t,,) :xi. 
If I:‘ ‘I .\-” Ict I:‘” la(o): c/J .~- I{!. 
Proof. Clearly E” C Q(+). Let s t Q(4), so that $t,,(0) -5 .v for some sequence 
t ,I + a. There exist a subsequence t,, of t, and (C, $j E ?‘[%I such that 
T(t,)(G, 4: z% {G, #j. Hence s 4(O) belongs to B” , so that Q(4) 5 K”. 1 
LEhlRIA 3.3. Let s E ti, 4 E G(s) and suppose that +(.JT ) is precon~pac~f i/l S. 
Then the positize orbit F-({G, 4:) (4 tl re sem~jyoup I’( .) is prer‘oinpact itI .“[.X]. 
Proof. ‘I’his follows directly from the definitions. 1 
The next theorem describes the imariance properties (If D-limit sets. 
TIIEOREM 3.4. Let s E 9 anct $1 t G(s). T’l len Q(4) is positively quasi-imatiant. 
Zf$(:# 1) is pveconzpact then Q(4) ‘1 ZA nonempty, and if in addition ;// is Hausdorfl theu 
Q(+) is quasi-invariant. 
PYOOJ Let P E Q(4). By Lemma 3.2 there exists {G, #j t w(G, $) such that 
4(O) =: X. By Lemma 2.1, w(G, 4) is positively invariant, so that, again b!- 
Lemma 3.2, $(.&+) C Q(4). Since 4 6 G,\(O) it follows that B(4) is positively 
quasi-invariant. The rest of the theorem foIlows similarly, using Lemmas 2.1, 
3.2, and 3.3. 1 
Let I,‘: 9 x S---f 9. M’e suppose that for each G E Z there exists a function 
VG: .% x X --, 9 such that for any sequence s, in d that is bounded below and 
is such that G,v,, s G, and for any t E 99, x E S, 
Note that VG,(t, X) = V(t + (r, X) for all 0, t E 9, II E X. 
DEFINITION. We say that condition (C) is satisfied if and only if whenever 
tn--ta, G, ” 4 (7 E yi”, , s E 9, c$,, E G,,C(s), and c$,, z$ C$ E C?(S) then for 
each t E &‘* 
THEOREM 3.5. Let condition (C) b e satisfied, let s ~9, 4 E G(s) and suppose 
that for each T E 9 L 
hil[l;(t + s, 4(t)) - L.(t f- 7 T s, $(t t T))] 5: 0. (3.5) t-x u 
Then for each x E Q(c$) there exist G E yi”, and a path C$ E c(O) such that 6(O) =:~ N, 
$(9 +-) _C Q(4), and VG(t, &t)) is nondecreasing on M 1. 
Proof. Let # =: {G, C}. Apply Theorem 2.2 to 1’(.) and $ with 9” = ‘CL&($) ~ - 
and with J: 3 -+ R defined by J(G, 4) 2 Vi(s, 6(O)). 
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So as to verify condition (A%,,,) let t,, + ‘x, [G,,, 1 +,, f A-% (G,c$;. ‘I’hen 
d; E G(s). Let T E &-. 13~ condition (C) \ve obtain 
so that (A,,,) is satisfied. Let s c- fJ(+). I<!- ‘1-h eorem 3.4 there exist G 6: X, and 
a path 6 t G(0) lvith (b(O) .A, d;(.& ) i Q(4). HJ Lemma 3.2, the positive 
invariance of w(G, a), and Theorem 2.2 it follows that I ;(t, $(‘)) is nonincreasing 
on .X 1 
DEFISITIONS. For s E .A, G r 2,. ~ 4 E G(s) we define the i,T&-hit set of+ b!. 
JJv,&) [.Y E AY: there exists a sequence t,, + c/, such that +(t,?) 5 -1. and 
F&O, +(t,,)) + I,>(O, x)1. If y t 9 and GE Fz let -W,,[,[e] == {x t S: there exists 
6 E G(O) such that B(O) x and 1,&t,+(t)) -~: y for all t E 9 1. 
DEFINITION. \\‘e sap that conditiott (D) is satisfied if and only if whenever 
t,, -f cc, G, I? : G E Z’, , s c 2, +,, E G,,,(s), $), “Tr$ E G(s), and 
I ‘(t,, -1 s, f/b,)(O), ~~ I’(r,, :~ s ! t,&,(t)) --f 0 
uniformI!. for t in compact subsets of ./A then P’(t,) s, 4,,(O)) --) C7c(s, (b(0)). 
‘I’IIEOKERI 3.6. Let condition (D) be satisfied, let s E .X, 4 E G(s), let $(W ) be 
precompact in .I-, and suppose that the rnap t - l I,-(t ~; s, 4(t)) is continuous on 
(0, 73). Let n l&l, ., C(r ; 5,4(t)), /; lj,,-., V(t -~ s, #J(t)). 
(i) Suppose that for each T t: .#- 
l&qqt 1- s, 4(f)) I,.(t T s, d(t ~- T))] .,J 0 
I ‘, 
(3.6) 
and let /3 -cd.‘Thenm -/3‘ 0) -m and for each y E [a, p] there 
exists (3 t XL with Q2,.,C(+) n -11.,[G] nonempty. 
(ii) Suppose that for each ‘r E .P?’ 
lim[ 1 ‘(t 9 s, c/J(f)) r-(t A- 7 s, $(t I T))] = 0. (3.7) I ., 
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Proof. Let J and Z/J be defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.5. We apply 
Theorem 2.s,t;, T( .) and #. To show that condition (BJ is satisfied let t,, - 00, 
:Gt2, t A,,> -- [G,+}. Suppose that 
lilt,& T s, 41,,(O)) - I/It,, s r t, dt,,(t)) -’ 0 
uniformly for t in compact subsets of .H ’ 
By condition D, J(GLTL , $t,) --z J(c, (6) as required. The result follows by- 
Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and Theorems 2.3, 3.4. 1 
In several important cases certain hypotheses of Theorems 3.5, 3.6 may be 
replaced by simpler ones. We collect these cases together in the next theorem. 
THEOREX 3.7. (i) If the limit in (3.4) h Id 0 s uniformly for .w in precompart 
subsets of S, and if r’c is continuous in s for each e E 2, , then conditions (C) and 
(D) are satisjied. 
(ii) Zf condition (C) is satisfied and if Cl&t ~ s, 4(t)) is nonincreasing in 
t E d i for any s E W, C#I E e(s), then (3.6) f II o OZLS 1 f rom the general hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.6. In particular (3.7) may be replaced by (3.5). 
(iii) Suppose that each G E Zz is a process. Suppose also that 
~,‘(&I f t ;- 7, &(t)) -- F&t + 7, L.&t, T)&(O)) ----f 0 (3.8) 
:L 
zvhenecer s,, - ‘xj, G,<,, + GE XL , t E .&, 7 E &, C,, E Ga,(7), and 4,(O) is 
conoergent. (This is a stronger condition than (3.4).) Then conditions (C)and (D) ure 
implied by the following conditions (C’) and (D’), respertizely. 
(C’) For any G E &‘= and any t E W+ the function 
s w k-&O, x) - P-&t, l.;,(t, 0)s) 
is louver semicontinuous on A-. 
(D’) If GE 222 , s,, 2 x, and if Vc(O, x,) - V&t, Ue(t, 0)x,) + 0 for 
all t E wt , then Vc(O, x,) -+ I/,-(0, x). 
Proof. (i) This is trivial, since if s,, --L co, G,< r, 1 G E A!$ , s, 5 x, and 
t t A’ then 
(ii) Let the general hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 be satisfied, let 7 E 9+, and 
let t,, - a. Without loss of generality we may assume that GtR $ G E 2’ and 
cf+,, z%- 4~ G(s). Thus by (C) 
lim[lqt, 1- s, act,,)) - Lz’(t,, L + t- s, +(trL i- T))] 
n-3?; 
> Ve(s, c&O)) - Ih(s 7, f&T)), 
which is nonnegative by assumption 
(iii) Let (C’) hold, let /,, t K, G, 2 G Im .H,, , ,X c .ti’, (I,,, c,‘, (51, 
$,, zc $ E G(s). ant1 t E .I!. ‘I’hen using (3.8) and (C”) we obtain 
lii[ J’(t,, s. a,,(o), I .(t,, ~- s 1. 6,,(f))] 
17 1 
so that (C) is satisfied. 
Let (D’) be satisfied, let t,, + CI_‘, G, z G F -;‘t: I s ~9, +,, ~3 G, (s), 
+,? Z. 4 E G(s), and J.(t), .r‘, &(O)) --- “r7(t,, I J. :~ f, Q?<(t)) --r 0 for ” all 
t E .W. Then 
lim V(t,, L S, +JO)) 
12 )I 
!im f/‘,;l(s, C,(O)) = J’c(s, 4(O)), so that (D) holds. 1 
Remark. The advantage of conditions (C’) and (D’) is that they arc expressed 
solely in terms of the limiting processes G, and thus can be easier to verify. 
Finally in this section we mention the special case of asymptotically generalized 
flows. 
DEFINITION. A pair (G, G], where G is a generalized process on X and G is a 
generalized flow on X, is an asymptoticallygeneralixedJlow if S = (G} v uoc,x G,, 
is a hull of G and Zm = (G). 
If (G, G} is an asymptotically generalized flow then G,q,, z G for any sequence 
s,, ---+ co. Clearly rc is independent oft, so that J/,: X---f 9. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN 2’” 
Consider the ordinary differential equation in @ 
s -= f(X, t), (4.1) 
where f: 9’ x 9 + .W’ satisfies the Caratheodory conditions, i.e., f is con- 
tinuous in x for each fixed t, measurable in t for each fixed X, and for each 
compact K C 92’” there exists a locally integrable function mK such that 
i.f(.x, t); < m,(t) (4.2) 
for all x E K. A solution of (4.1) on an interval [a, 61 is by definition a continuous 
function X: [a, b] --) W” satisfying 
x(t) = x(s) + J’f(+), 7) d7 
R 
(4.3) 
for ail S, t E [a, b). \Ve study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (4.1) when, 
in a sense to be specified shortly,f(., 1) tends to a continuous functionf: .&I + .H” 
as t -+ KJ. The associated autonomous equation is 
.c =:~ f(x). (4.4) 
Solutions of (4.4) arc defined in the same waj- as for (4.1). 
\Ve make the following further assumptions onf and f- 
(1) For every compact K C .YAli there is a nondecreasing function 
I%: Pt co) ---f [0, co], continuous at 0 with ,+JO) := 0, such that whenever 
a, b E .9 and U: [a, b] - K is continuous J”if(u(s), S) a’s is defined, and 
(2) For any a, b E 9, any sequence u/, --f u,, in C([a, h]), and any sequence 
t, ---f cc!, 
s bf(~dS), s + t/s.> ds - 0 
Assumptions (1) and (2) follow Artstein [I]. Let X = M”, R > 0. For s E .%, 
u: [s, co) --f X, define u, E X9+ by us(t) = U(S -; t) for all t E S+. For s E M let 
G(s) = (xs E X9+ : x : [s, co) + X is a solution of (4.1) satisfying / x(o)1 < R 
for all (T E [s, a)}. Let G = {.Y E X9+ . x is a solution of (4.4) satisfying 
1 X(U)/ < R for all u E .%+>. 
LEMMA 4.1. (G, Gj is an asymptotically generalized j?ozu on X. 
Proof. We first show that G is a generalized process. Property (i) of the defini- 
tion is clearly satisfied. To prove (ii) let s E W and let 3c,,: [s, CD) ---f X be solutions 
of (4.1) satisfying / x=(u)1 < R for all u E [s, co). Let [a, b] C [s, m). By (4.3), 
assumption (l), and the Arzela-Ascoli theorem the functions x, are precompact in 
C([a, 61). It follows by a diagonal argument, and by using (4.2) and the dominated 
convergence theorem, that there exists a subsequence x, of x’,, 
x : [s, co) + X of (4.1), such that x, < x. This proves (ii). 
, and a solution 
A similar proof shows that G is a generalizzd flow. If D’,- c in 9? then another 
equicontinuity argument shows that GO, 2 G, , while if CT, - ok then we 
deduce using (2) that GU, 5 G. This completes the proof. B 
THEOREM 4.2. Let v- W ---f & be continuously dzjfeeventiable and satisfy 
VT(x) .f(x) < Of or a 12 . x E @. Let s E 9%’ and let x: [s, co) --f W” be a bounded 
solution of (4.1). Let 01 = b,,, v(x(t)), /3 = Et,, r(x(t)). For y E W let 
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.lI, -~-- (y E .W: There exists a solution X: A+ - .P of(4.4) such that x(0) J rrnd 
V(x(t)) =z yfor all t t 2-j. Then Q(x) n iIf.,, is nonempty for each y i- [A, 131. 
Proof. Choose I? _ > 0 large enough so that s t G(s). 11-e apply ‘I’heorenr 
3.6(i) with TV T C = I,’ and + s. By Theorem 3.7(i) conditions C and D are 
satisfied, and hence by ‘I’heorern ?.7(ii) so is (3.6). The result follows. 1 
COROLLAKY 4.3. Let C’ he ns in Theorem 4.2. Suppose further that for each 
y E S? the set M., is either empty or contains only rest points of (4.4). (i.e., zeros qf x), 
and that each rest point of (4.4) is isolated in tin. Then every bounded solution 
x: [s, cu) --, .# of (4.1) converSres to a resf point of (4.4) as t + z. 
Proof. Only finitely many of the sets MY n (J, t &I: F :‘. Kj, y F [a, fl] are 
nonempty. By Theorem 4.2, LX = 8. By Theorem 3.7(ii), Q(.v) contains only rest 
points. Since Q(x) is connected and each rest point is isolated the result 
follows. i 
THEOREM 4.4, Let 1’ be as in Theorem 4.2. Let I’: 9 s .W --f 9 satisfv 
for any sequence s, -+ r3 and for any t E 9.) the limit holding uniformly for x in 
any bounded set. Let s E 9, let x: [s, co) ---f z@‘~ be a bounded solution of (4. I), let 
N hn-7 L,‘(t, x(t)), /3 lim, ., V(t, x(t)), and let 
lim[Lqt, x(t)) - TT(t .r 7, .x(t - T))] + 0 for every TEc#+. 
+-CX 
Then Q(x) n M9, is nonempty for every y E [a, ,B] and Q(r) C (J.,,e[a,B1 M,, 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.6(ii). 1 
The preceding results should be compared with those of Strauss and Yorke 
[52, 531 for the case when there is a single rest point. 
Finally we give two illustrative examples. 
&AiMPLES. (1) The number of rest points of (4.3) can be finite with every 
solution of (4.4) converging to some rest point, but a bounded solution of (4.1) 
may have nontrivial orbits in its Q-limit set. 
Consider the system 
1: = -Y(Y -~ I)?, 
ti --. cd 1) --f(t), 
(4.6) 
where f: 2 + .W is continuous, J‘(t) -+ 0 as t - a, but Jcf(t) dt = GO, and 
where (Y, 0) are plane polar coordinates. If one changes to Cartesian coordinates 
( .Yl 3 XJ = (Y cos 8, Y sin 0) it is easy to verify- that (4.6) satisfies our general 
hypotheses, so that it generates an asymptotically dynamical system. The phase 
portrait of the limiting autonomous system 
(4.7) 
is shown in Fig. 1. Every solution of (4.7) converges to one of the three rest 
points (s, , q) = (0, 0), (0, I), (0, -1). H owever, it follows from (4.6) that 
so that, for example, any solution with initial data on the unit circle has limit set 
the whole of the unit circle. In this example the autonomous system has no 
Liapunov function v for which the corresponding sets ;IfY contain only rest 
points, so that Corollary 4.3 does not apply. Similar examples may be constructed 
using homoclinic orbits. 
(2) Every solution of (4.4) can converge to some rest point, there can 
exist a Liapunov function lF satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, but a 
bounded solution of (4.1) map- ha\-c nontriv~ial orbits in its limit set. 1 Icrc the 
trouble arises brcausc the rest points ma\’ not be isolated. Consider the s\ stem 
where f is as in the precedin g e\amplc. In this cnsc the limiting autonomous 
system has for rest points the origin and the right half of the unit circle, and CVJ-I 
solution converges to one of these. Let h(B) b I t ‘1 smooth Zn-periodic function 
sntisfving 0 < IL(~) I for all 0, /I’ 0 for d E [,‘2. -?n!2], and define 
I.(Y, 0) ~~ r”[l ~~ h(O)]. 
It is easy to check that I ’ is continuously differentiable and is nonincreasing along 
solutions of the autonomous svstcm, decreasing strictly unless the solution is a 
rest point. But, as in the preceding csample, any solution of (4.8) with initial 
data on the unit circle has limit set the whole of the unit circle. Notice that 
Theorem 4.2 applies in this case. For discussion of a related point see .Irtstein 
[2, Sect. 81. 
Let X be a real or complex Banach space with dual space -TX, and let ‘-1 be the 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T(.) of bounded linear operators 
on X. It is well known that there exist constants 111 1, 0, w E .X such that 
1: T(t)]1 < Mew’ for all f E A? 1. Let A* denote the adjoint of A and let D(.-I) ( *I-, 
D(A*) C A** denote the domains of .-I, A”, respectively. 
Consider the formal equation 
where f: S >: -9’ --f -Y is a given function. 
DEFINITION. Let f, :: i, . A function ZL E C([t,, , tr] : -I-) is a weak solution 
of (5.1) on [to , tr] if f(~(.), ,) ~1,~ (to , t,; S) and if for each v E fI(A”) the 
function (u(t), v) is absolutely continuous on [to , tr] and satisfies 
(tl/dt)(u(t), VI> _-- (u(t), A*e’) -t- C,f(u(t), t), 0) (5.2) 
for almost all f t [to , tr]. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Ball [S] (SW also 
Balakrishnan [57]). 
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‘I’IIEOREM 5.1. Let t, > t,, . ,4 jimction ZI : [t,, , tl] - _l’ is a weak sohtion oj 
(5.1) on [t,, , tt] if and on[y iff(u(.), .) E Ll(t,, , t,; S) and u sati.$es the eariation 
of romfni~ts formula 
u(t) T(t - to) u(t,,) (I qt - s)f(u(s), 5) ds 
. ‘0 
,for a// t E [t,, , tJ. 
\Vc consider the asymptotic behavior of weak solutions of (5.1) when, in a 
sense to be specified precisely, f(., t) tends to a function f: S --+ S as t --• X. 
The associated autonomous equation is 
12 ilu -f(u). (5.4) 
In Subsections (a) and (b) below we consider two different sets of hypotheses on 
-J-, il,f, and j The discussion in Subsection (a) applies mainly to “parabolic” 
problems; that of Subsection (b) is particularly suited to hyperbolic problems, 
but may be relevant in other situations also. 
TVe make the following hypotheses: 
(uJ T(t) is a compact operator for each f > 0. 
(~2~) .f(u, .) is strongly measurable for each u E X, f(., t) is continuous 
for almost all t E W, and for each bounded subset G of X there exists a locally 
integrable function nz,; on .g such that 
~~.f(u, t)fl < m,;(t) for all u E G and almost all t E: M. 
(a:<) For each t, E 9 
(~7~) fis continuous and for each bounded subset G of .Y 
Remarks. (1) It follows from (uX) and (aA) that f maps bounded sets to 
bounded sets. 
(2) It would be possible to develop the material in this situation under 
weaker assumptions generalizing (I) and (2) in Section 4, but for simplicit! 
we have not taken this course. 
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I;sing just hypotheses (nr) and (LZJ we obtain the following local existence 
and continuation theorem; an analogous result obviousI\, holds for weak solutions 
of (5.4). 
‘rHEOREhl 5.2. Let u,, E aI\‘, t,, F 3’. There exists a weak solution u(t) to (5. I ) 
satisfying ~(1,)) u,, and de$ned otz u maximal interval qf existewe [t,, , trna.\), 
zchere tmRA t,, . For my surh solution with t,nnx .c’ CC there holds 
Proof. A routine adaptation of the proof of Paz! [43, Theorem 2.11, \vho 
assumed f to be continuous, shows that a continuous solution N of (5.3) exists on 
some interval [t,, , tJ with t, ’ ’ t,, By Theorem 5.1, u is a weak SOhtilJn of (5.1) 
on [t(, , tl). Bv Zorn’s lemma this weak solution ma\- be extended to a weak 
solution, again denoted U, defined on a maximal interval of existence [I,, , tnlnx). 
Finally, if t,,,, X: z and (5.5) does not hold then for f,, -y s c’ t _. tlllas WC 
have that 
u(t) -- u(s) ~ [T(t f,,) -~ T(s ~~ t,,) u,,] 
It follows from the dominated convergence theorem that u(t,,) is a ~‘auch!- 
sequence for any sequence t,, tending to t,,,, from below. Thus lim,_,,,,,,s,,,,m;i~~~(t) 
exists, so that u may be continued into some interval [t ,r , tz) with ’ t, . tni:i\ * 
which is a contradiction. i 
It follows from (lz2) and (5.5) that if fnla, c z. then 
lim : u(t) % . 
’ ‘,,I:,, 
which is the result of Pazv [43, Theorem 3.11. Actually one mav replaceltm 1~1 
lim (cf. [9]). 
The following result improves Paz? [43, Theorem 4.11. Observe that h! pothesis 
(u4) is not used in the proof. 
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Proof. Let iI u(t)l~ < R for all t E [t, , co) and let B =r (s E X: 11 x 11 < R). If 
{t,!} is a bounded sequence in [t, , a) then clearly I has a convergent sub- 
sequence. Let f,, --) a3. Then 
u(t7,) =: T(1) u(t,, -- 1) + 1: I’(1 -- .s)f(u(t?< ~- s - 1), t, $m s - 1) ds. 
Since the sequence ~(t, ~ 1) is bounded, the sequence T(1) u(t, ~ 1) is pre- 
compact. It therefore suffices to show that the sequence 
is precompact. Let 0 < S < 1. Then 
where 
Clearly 
.1--8 
J, 11 = 
J T(1 - S - S)f(U(f,, 1m s -. I), t, :- s - 1) &, 0 
*l ri, -! 
T(I - S).f(U(f,, L s - I), t, + s - 1) ns. 
I-6 
Given E :> 0, by (a,) there exists S > 0 such that ~ r,, ii < t/2. Since 
the set T(S)?,, is precompact and thus totally bounded, so that T(S)?,, is covered 
by a finite number of open balls of radius c/2 and centers x1 ,..., s,,, . Given IZ 
there exists i, 1 < i < ~1, such that 1’ T(S)!f,, -- si j’ < ~12. Hence 
/I zn - x, 1 < :; I’,, ~ + T(S)y,, - s, < E. 
Therefore (z,~] is totally bounded and thus precompact. 1 
Let R > 0. For s E B’, u: [2, a) - .Y, define u, E ,X:n’ bv u,(t) = U(S L- t) 
for all t E W--. For s E ,Y let G(s) = u,, E X*’ : u : [s, a) + S is a weak solution 
of (5.1) satisfying Ii u(u)ii < R for all 0 E [.s, w)). Let G := {U E X@: u is a weak 
solution of (5.4) satisfying I/ U(O);! < R f or all CT t: d+J. Let S ha\-e the limit space 
structure induced by the norm topology of S. 
‘TH~~~RE:AI 5.4. (G, C) is air m~vmptotical~v ,genevalid jlow 071 .Y. 
Proof. Ixt s c .#, Ict u: [s, c/") t -I’ he a bounded v+eak solution of (5. I), 
and let (r,, t sm. B!. I,emma 5.3 the squence II,, (s) is lx-ccompact. I,ct 5, .F. 
-In argument similar to that in the proof of I’azy”[43, ‘I’hcorem 2.11, and using 
(a:%). shows that the functions I/,, are precompact in C’([s, s,] : -Y). It follows by ii 
diagonal argument that there exist a subseclucnce u,, of u,; and a continuous 
function u: [s, x) + .\- such that II,, l u uniformli; on c&pact subsets of 
[s, w). Let t c .Y i5-e have that ” 
U<,‘,(S ~-~ t) T(f) u,,,(s) ~‘~ j( T(t ~~ T)f(U”,,(S T), o,, 5 I- T) (17 
. 0 
Hut 
Ia 1: T(t - T)[ f(U<,‘,(S 
-0 
T), Vi‘ : s - T) -- f(u(.s ,- T))] dT i,, 
I f(U<,,,(.S T)) - j~(u(s ~- T))! ] dT, 
which tends to zero as p ~- + co by (u4) and the fact that f maps bounded sets to 
bounded sets. Hence u is a weak solution of (5.4). 
Similar arguments show that G is a genetalized process, that G is a generalized 
flow, and that if o’,( ---, 0 in 3’ , then G,; IS 2 G,, This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 1 
DEFJNITIOS. h continuously Frechet differentiable function 1’: S + 3 is 
said to be aI,iapunov~function for (5.4) if and only if 
(Au I f(u), V’(U),> 5: 0 for all u E D(A) 
LEMMA 5.5. I/et I,. be a Liapunov function for (5.4) and let u : [0, co) ~-+ S 
be a weak solution of (5.4). Then V(u(t)) is nonincreasing on [0, GO). 
Proof. It suffices to show that V(u(t)) < CT(u(0)) for all t E &+. Let T :’ 0, 
define F(t) -2 f(u(t)), and let F, -f F in C([O, T] : ,Y) with F,, E Cl([O, T]; X) 
for each n == I, 2 ,... Let v,,” z u(0) with z’,,, E n(A) for each n. Define 
v,, E C([O, T] : -7i) b! 
.r,,(t) T(f) ‘T7(,) (_( T(f -~- s) F,(s) ds. 
. 0 
Then v,(f) E I>(A), v,, E Cr([O, 7’1; X), and tin(t) = Av,,(t) -I- F;,,(t) for all 
t E [0, T] (cf. Pazy [42]). Thus 
V(7Jll(f)) ~- 1 -(P’,“) i ’ /A47’,(s) -1. F,s(.s), I”(T,(.S))‘, ds . 0 
[’ \‘F,,(s) - f(v,,(.s)), I “(z:,,(s))) ds. 
. 0 
(5.6) 
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Define zJt) = r,?(t) - u(t). Then 
j; x,(t)l~ < A!lewt jl zJO)i, + 1” AZe”‘t-“’ 11 F,(s) - F(s)11 ds, 
0 
so that ?I, - u in C([O, T]; A). In particular the set {u,~(s): s E [0, 7’1, IZ = 1,2,...) 
is precompact in S, so that there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
ii C7’(~,,(s)) /,r* < K for all s E [0, T] and n :-: 1, 2,... . Thus passing to the limit 
in (5.6) we obtain V(u(t)) < I’(u(0)) for all t E [0, T] as required. 1 
If zo E S is a rest point of (5.4) then 
(w, A*vj + (j(w), v; == 0 for all z’ E D(A*), 
so that, by a lemma in Ball [8], zc E D(A) and 
Aw j-f(w) = 0. 
We can now write down results corresponding to Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 
4.3 for ordinary differential equations in 2 J )I. The proofs are the same as for the 
ordinary differential equation case. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let V be a Liapunov function for (5.4). Let s E 3’ and let 
u: [s, a) ---f ,Y be a bounded weak solution of (5.1). Let pi = I&,, V(u(t)), 
,i3 = ii&_, V(u(t)). For y E 3’ let M,, = (y E X: there exists a weak so&ion 
a: 9 * --t S of (5.4) such that ~(0) = y and V(u(t)) = y for all t E .S?+}. Then 
Q(u) n -lZ,, is nonempty for each y E [(u, /I]. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let V be a Liapunov function for (5.4). Suppose further that 
for each y E 9’ the set A&, is either empty or contains only rest points of (5.4), and 
that each rest point of (5.4) ‘- ZJ isolated in /I-. Then every bounded weak solution 
u: [s, c0) -+ X of (5.1) converges to a rest point of (5.4) as t --f 03. 
Remark. One may also easily prove a result corresponding to Theorem 4.4. 
EXAMPLE. Let Q C W” be a nonempty bounded open set with boundary &?. 
Consider the initial boundary value problem 
248 = Au + g(u, t), s E 52, t > s, 
u Ian = 0, u ltzs prescribed, 
(5.7) 
and the corresponding autonomous problem 
ut = Au ‘-g(u), SEQ, t > 0, 
u lis? -- 0, u /1-O prescribed. 
(5.8) 
jOj/27/2-7 
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M’e make the following assumptions on g and 2. 
(1) g(u, .I and R&G .) are measurable for each u F M, and for almost all 
t E 2, g(., t) is continuously differentiable. 
(2) g(O, t) = 0 f or almost all t E 9, andg(0) == 0. 
(3) There exists a nonnegative locally integrable function m(t) satisfy-ing 
.ti s 
lim sup 
SHJ CT, J 
m(7) d7 0 (5.9) t 
for each t, E 9, such that 
I g(% t)l 
1 -fm / U / (5.10) 
for all u E 99 and almost all t t 9’. 
(4) g is continuously differentiable, and there exists a nonnegative locally 
integrable function T(t) satisfying 
!iTJ 
.fil 
T(S) ds -= 0 
t 
such that 
I go4 t) - if(u)I 
1 i-lul - --1- I R?‘(% t) - ‘&&)I G r)(t) 
(5.11) 
for all u E & and almost all t E &. (If n = I, then (5.10), (5.11) may be replaced 
by the inequalities 
I &A t)l -I g&4 t), G m(t>p(u), (5.10’) 
and 
I &4 t) - P-(u)! + Ru(4 t> - s&4 < 49 P(4, (5.1 I’) 
respectively, where p is a continuous function of u.) 
Let X be the Sobolev space W,‘~‘(Q). Define L)(A) =L {U E X; Au E LY}, d : _ A. 
It is well known that A is the generator of a semigroup T(.) on X such that T(t) 
is compact for t > 0. Define the functionsf andJ byf(u, t)(x) : g(u(x), t) and 
~(U)(X) = g(u(x)), respectively. It follows from (l)-(3) that, after possible modi- 
fication on a set of t measure zero,J: X x 9--f S andf: S--z A-. (If n -. : 1 one 
uses the fact that W’:“(Q) is continuously imbedded in C(D).) We claim that 
hypotheses (~-(a~) are satisfied. First note that by Ekcland and T&man [32, 
Chap. 8, Proposition I.11 the functions (t, X) c-+g(u(x), t) and (t, X) H 
gU(u(x), t)uz(x) are measurable on l< x 52 for any compact subset K of 9 and 
any fixed u t AT Let 0, , 6, ELM. By (5.10) the functions ~(u(x), t) O,(X) and 
gU(u(r), t) uz(x) B,(X) are integrable over K x Q, so that by Fubini’s thcorcm 
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the function t ---f Jo [g(~(x), t) 0,(x) + gJu(x), t) ur(x) 0,(.x)] rlx is measurable on 
K. Hencef(u, .) is weakly measurable, thus strongly measurable by Dunford and 
Schwartz [31, Theorem 111.6.1 I]. That f( ., t) is continuous for almost all t E 2 
is a consequence of (5.10) and the Vitali convergence theorem. (For a similar 
result, see Krasnosel’skii [37, Theorem 2.31.) The other statements in (a,)-(0,) 
are easily checked using (l)-(4). We now write (5.7) in the form 
fi == a3u --f(u, t) (5.12) 
and apply the preceding theory. Note that since for all z’ E n(s), 4 E C:(Q), 
(de, I#) .--- (v, Ly), 
where ( , ) is the inner product in L”(R), any weak solution II of (5.12) satisfies 
(5.7) in the sense of distributions. 
Let 
(5.13) 
and define 
T’(u) = j- [h ) Vu(.v)l’ - ~(~(x))] d.x. 
R 
(5.14) 
Since by (5.10), (5.11), (5.13), 
where C is a constant, it follows that 1;: A’ + 9 and is continuously differentiable. 
Furthermore, if u E D(A) then 
<Au +f(4, V4> = -s, I A+) +s(u(W dx < 0, 
so that v is a Liapunov function for (5.4). 
Nest we show that if y E 9 then n/l, is either empty or consists only of rest 
points of (5.4). Let u be a weak solution of (5.4) satisfying V(U(~)) = y for all 
t E 8+. Suppose for a moment that u(t) E D(A) for all t E 9?+. Then for t E 97, 
d E GPn)~ 
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Hence 
But inequality (5.15) in fact holds for any weak solution of (5.4), as map be shown 
by a method analogous to that used to prove Lemma 5.5. Thus u(f) ~ u(0) for 
all t E .#’ , which is our assertion. 
From Theorem 5.6 and Corollar! 5.7 vve obtain 
THEOREM 5.8. L,et s E :‘A, and let u: [s, m) --+ cl.;.‘(Q) be a weak solution of 
- 
(5.7) that is hounded in norm. IA z -7 I& .I I-(u(t)), /3 -= lim,~., V(u(t)). Then 
for each y t [,T, /3] there exists a rest point v oj(5.8) belong@ to B(u) with V(v) y. 
If the rest points of (5.8) me isolated in lithe’ then u(t j converges to a unique rest 
point as t -+ m. 
Results similar to the above may be proved for weak solutions of (5.7) with 
less smooth initial data by exploiting the fact that A generates a holomorphic 
semigroup on IJz(Q), but the hypotheses on g and ‘4’ required differ somewhat 
from (l)-(4); for an exposition of some of the techniques that would be required 
the reader is referred to Henry [35] and Pazy [42, 431. ‘I’here is also no difficult)- 
in applying our method to the case when d is replaced in (5.7) by a strongl! 
elliptic operator of order 2m, VI 1, and R by the gradient of a function of the 
derivatives of u of order less than NI. 
\Vc remark that sometimes it is possible to prove boundedness of a weak 
solution of (5.7) bv use of maximum principle arguments. 
Subsection (b) 
‘l’l’e make the following hypotheses: 
(b,) S is reflexive. 
(b,J .f(u, -) is strongl\- measurable for each u E S, f (., t) is sequential11 
weakly continuous for almost all t E 9, and for each bounded subset G of S 
there exists a locally integrable function m, on 3’ such that 
‘.f(u, t)i < q;(t) 
for all u E G and almost all t t .X. 
(b,) For each t, E .X 
,t. .+ 
Jim sup rn.G(T) dT := 0. 
-i-H, I to - 1 
(b,) .f is sequentially weakly continuous, and for each bounded subset 
G of LX 
-1-11 
lim ( 
f+, -I 
slt;p f(u, s) ~- f‘(U)lI ds 0. 
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Using just hypotheses (b,) and (ba) we can state the following local existence 
and continuation theorem (an analogous result holds for weak solutions of (5.4)). 
THEOREM 5.9. Let uO E S, t, E 9. There exists a weak solution u(t) of (5. I) 
satisfying u(t,) =: uO and defined on a maximal interaal of existence [t,, , tmas), 
where tmas > t, . For an?? such solution with tmal < co there holds 
(5.16) 
Remark. It suffices for the theorem that f be defined on B,.(u,) i: [t,, , fr] for 
some Y > 0, t, > t, , where B,.(u,) =d@ {v E X : Ii 2: - u,, f I’]. 
In order to prove Theorem 5.9 we require two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let G be a weakly compact subset of a Banach spare I-, and let 
F: IV --f Y be sequentially weakly continuous. Let F ic denote the restriction of F to G. 
Then F jc: G + I’ is weaktv continuous. 
Proof. \Ve use a method similar to that of Ball [6, Lemma 3.11. Let d C I’be 
weakly closed, and let y belong to the weak closure of F-*(A) n G. There exists 
a sequence {yJ _C F-l(A) A G such that yn L y (see, for example, FYilanskv 
[54, Theorem 13.4.21). Since F is sequentially weakhi continuous, Fy,, -i FJJ, 
so that y E; F-l(A) n G. Hence F-l(A) n G . IS weakly closed, which proves the 
assertion, 1 
LEhlhfA 5.11. The map (t, x) --t T(t)x is jointly sequentially weakly continuous 
on 37 :< S, i.e., if t, % t and s,, 4 x then T(t,)x,, f T(t)s. 
Proof. For each t E d+ the map T(t): X + S is linear and continuous, thus 
sequentially weakly continuous by Dunford and Schwartz [31, p. 4221. Let 
t,, - t in R, s,, - x in _Y. The sequence T(t,,)x,, is bounded. Since S is 
reflexive there exist subsequences t,, and s,, such that T(t,).v,J ~- 3’ for some 
y E .Y. But bv Theorem 5.1 with f = 0, 
for all a E U(=i”). Passing to the limit we obtain (31, z’ =: (T(t)s, z:) for all 
a E 11(/Z*). Hence y == T(t)s. Thus the whole sequence T(t,,).vli converges 
weakly to T(t)s. 1 
Remark. One ma\- also deduce Lemma 5.11 from general results for non- 
linear semigroups (cf. Ball [7, C orollar>- 3.41, Chernoff [20]). 
Proof of Theorem 5.9. Let Y J, 0, let ~1,. ~~~ fza,(!~,,, , and choose t, ,- t,, 
such that (i) I) T(t)! < 231 for all t E [0, t, - t,], (ii) 1, T(t)u,, ~ u,, -I r,‘2 for 
all t E [0, t, - t,], and (iii) $: m,(t) dt < 1;‘4JZ. Let X,,. denote S endowed with 
the weak topolog>-, and let I- ~. C([t, , t,]; -ITii.), the space of continuous functions 
from [f 0 , tr] into S,,, Let K (21 E IT: u(f) - U() ~ < Y for all t E [t,, , ri];. For 
II E K and t E [to , ti] define 
.: 
(l%)(f) ~~ qt ~. to) 24” f 1 7’(t - S)j-(U(S), s) ds. (5. I?) 
- 111 
If u E K then by Hille and Phillips [38, p. 731, u is strongly measurable. ‘I’hercforc 
by a lemma in Knight [36], f(u(-), .) is strongly measurable. It follows that if 
f E [to , I,] then T(f s)f(u(s), .s) is strongly measurable in s on [to, t]. But 
1 T(t .s)~‘(u(s), .s)i 5, 21Zm,.(s), and thus T(f -~ s)f(u(s), S) is integrable over 
[t,, , t]. Hence (I-‘u)(t) is well defined. 
\Z’e claim that for any t G [f,, , f,], E ;:- 0, .xX E .\-“, there csists an open 
neighborhood ,Y(t, .Y&, t) of f in [t, , ti] such that if T E N(t, xx, E) then 
:(p)(r) - (PU)(T), s*; <; t for all u E K. To establish this it suffices to show 
that if T,, -p f in [t,, , t,], then :(Euj(t) -- (Pu)(T,), .lx < E for all u E K and 
all large enough II. First we consider R for which T,, . 1. For such II 
iqr’u)(t) --- (P,)(,,,), ,I”*, 1 < ~(l’jf - f”) u. - 7’(T,1 --- t,,) U” ) .I?:>, 
/ If /[T(f - s) - 7’(T,, - s)],f(u(s), s), s‘c ds 1 
. i,, 
‘I’he first tertn on the right-hand side tends to zero as II - CC, while the third 
term is bounded b!- 
which also tends to zern as II -+ 0~. The second term is bounded by n,, sic, W,.(S) ds, 
whew 
Hut since the closed unit ball in S is weakly sequentiali>- compact, it follows 
from Lemma 5.11 that a,, + 0. Hence the second term tends to zero uniformI\ 
for u E K. For n such that 7,) -4 t we argue similarly using the inequality 
/I 
t 
,.‘7’(f s) --- T(T,, 
- +I, 
s)].f(u(s), s), .rx . xl>(s) ds / 
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where xn denotes the characteristic function of the interval [to, T,]. This 
establishes the existence of the neighborhoods N(r, x*, G). In particular 
Pu E C([t, , t,]; XU,) for each u E K. But if u E K, t E [to , ti], then 
i (P,)(t) - Ug ‘-., 1 l’(t) %-- %I; + 211 f’ m,.(s) ds ; r. 
10 
Thus P: k’ ---f k-. 
Let k; = {U E K: ,(u(t) - U(T), s”$ < 6 whenever t E [tO , tl], E > 0, 
x,s E S” , and 7 E iV(t, x*, G)>. It is easily checked that Kr is a nonempty, closed, 
convex subset of the product space X, tto,‘ll with the product topology. Also K1 
is a subset of B,(~,,)[t~~tll, and is thus compact by the reflexivity of X and 
Tychonov’s theorem. We have already shown that P: Kr ---f Kr . To show that P 
is continuous, let u8 be a net in Kr converging to U. By Lemma 5.10, f(us(s), S) 1 
~(u(s), s) for almost all s E [to , tJ. Thus if f E [to , tJ, Y* E S*, then 
(T(t - S)f(U&), s), a+*> -> (T(f - S)f(ll(S), s), x*> 
for almost all s E [to , t]. It follows from the dominated convergence theorem that 
Pu, ---f Pu in Kr . Hence P is continuous. By the Schauder-Tychonov theorem 
(Dunford and Schwartz [31, Theorem V. 10.51) P has a fixed point u in Kl . 
By Theorem 5.1, u is a weak solution of (5.1). Clearly u(tJ == u0 . By Zorn’s 
lemma u may be extended to a weak solution, again denoted u, defined on a 
maximal interval of existence [to , tmas). 
The continuation assertion of the theorem is proved in the same way as the 
corresponding statement in Theorem 5.2. 1 
For t, 3;. t, let C([t, , f,]; S,,.) have the topology of uniform convergence on 
[to , tr] (cf. WTilansky [54, Sect. 13.21). \V e s a h 11 need the following variant of the 
Arzela-.Ascoli theorem. 
Ix~s~r\ 5.12. Let S C C([f,, , f,]; -lyw) safisjy the properties 
(i) u(t)~i < Cfor some constant C andfor all u E S, t E [to , t,]; 
(ii) for each x* c S* the maps ((u(.), x*\; u E S) are equicontinuous in 
cuf, j hii 
Then S is sequential& precompacf . 
Proof. Let U, be a sequence in S. Since X is reflexive it follows from (i) that 
for each f E [t, , tJ the set {u,,(t)] is weakly sequentially precompact. A diagonal 
argument shows that there exists a subsequence II, of u,, such that for every 
rational r E [f,, , tJ the sequence u”(r) is weakly convergent in S to a limit u(r). 
From (ii) we deduce that for each .v* E S* the function <U(Y), xY> is uniformly 
continuous on the set [r E [f, , t,]; Y rational]. It is not hard to show that u mav 
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be extended to the whole of [t ,, , tJ in such a way that u E C([t, , t,]; -Y..), and 
that u, -P z1 in C([t,, , tJ ; -VI(,). 1 
Let R > 0, and for s E .‘A let G(s) m= {ZL~ E S,“‘: II : [s, a) --+ AY is a weak 
solution of (5.1) satisfying ~1 u(u);~ < R for all 0 E [s, SC,)}. Let G =m (U G S,“’ : u 
is a weak solution of (5.1) satisfying ,/ u(u)‘~ < R for all 4 E 33). Let S ha1.e the 
limit space structure induced by weak convergence in .I-. 
THEOREM 5.13. {G, Gj is an asymptotically genevalizedjow on A’. 
Proof. Let s E 9, let U: [s, W) --+ S be a weak solution of (5.1) satisfying 
I! u(u)!1 < R for all 0 E [s, co), and let u’,( --j c;c. Let llzR = m,,co) . Let sI >- s, 
t E [s, SJ and suppose that t, + t in [s, sJ. For X* E S* let 
a,. =- su;l j([T(t, -. 7) ~ qt - T)]i., x”;l. 
s‘ Ti/ 
If t,. > t then 
I(%$,.) -- %,&(4, s*; I
:; j([T(t,. -- s) - T(t - s)] u&), %*;,I 
-j- I?’ l([T(t,. - T) -~ T(t - T)].~(u,~(T), un + T), x*); dr 
But we showed in the proof of ‘Theorem 5.9 that a,. + 0 as Y + E-. Thus by 
(bz), l(~c&) - u, 01, x*?I t en s d t o zero as Y -+ co uniformly in 1~. -%pplying a 
similar argument fo”r t, < t we deduce that the functions (u,~(.), .v*\, 11 I, 2,..., 
are equicontinuous in C([s, , ~1). It thus follows from Lemma 5.12 and a diagonal 
argument that there exist a subsequence u, of U, and a weakly continuous 
function u: [s, co) - S such that u, -+ u in”C(K; l?T,.) for any compact subset 
K of [s, co). For any t E W+ and x*; X* we have that 
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Using (b4) it is easily shown that 
(u(s $- t), x*> = (T(t) u(s), xx> i- it (T(t - ~)f(u(s f T)), x*) dr. 
‘0 
Since Jt T(t - ~)f(u(s + T)) d 7 exists (see the proof of Theorem 5.9), it follows 
that u,? E G. 
The rest of the theorem is proved similarly. 1 
Re make the following further hypothesis: 
(bs) There exists a continuously Frechet differentiable function V: X--f 2, 
and a continuous function g: X--f 2+ such that 
(i) (ilu +f(u), l-“(u)) = -g(u) for all 24 E D(A), 
(ii) I”: X + X* maps bounded sets to bounded sets, 
(iii) g is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous. 
THEOREM 5.14. Let t, E 9 and let u: [to , co) - S be a bounded weak solution 
of (5.1) satisfying lim,,, Jy’g(u(~)) dT = 0. Let Q(u) = (2 E X: there exists a 
sequence t, --f co such that u(tJ 1 z}. Then if z E Q(u) there exists a weak 
solution u of(5.4) with ~(0) = x such that g(ti(t)) == Ofor all t E 3?+. 
Proof. Suppose that // u(u)ii < R for all 0 E [to, a). Define V(t, .) = V,(.) == 
I’(.) for all t E W. We first show that condition (C) of Section 3 is satisfied. Let 
t, -+ CO, s E %“, u, E G,,(s), u, X”’ SE G, and let t E %‘+. By the same method 
as in Lemma 5.5 one can show that 
V4t)) - ~lun(O>) = - J1: g(u,(T)) dT 
+ J’ (f@n(~), s+ t, + 7) -f(un(-r), J”(u,(d)) d7. 0 
By (b4), (b&i) the second integral tends to zero as n + a. Thus by (b,iii) and 
Fatou’s lemma 
pmm(oN - Wn(t)>l -= lim Sk (G(T)> d?- n-1-r 0
> writ g(c(T)) dT i 
= V(ii(O)) - q”(t)), 
which is condition (C). 
A similar argument shows that for each 7 E %‘i- 
The hypotheses of Theorem 3.5 are thus satisfied, and since E&(O) is 
sequentially weakly closed, we conclude that if 2 E Q(u) there exists a weak 
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solution ti of (5.4) satisfying U(O) 2 and such that J:,~(c(T)) & mu 0 for an!’ 
t r 0. Since the map 7 -+ g(ti(~)) is continuous on -3” it follows that y(u(r )) 0 
for all f F.HL’. 1 
In order to apply Theorem 3.6 \vc need to make further hypotheses; those 
made in the following theorem, while the\- should not be thought of as in an\- w-a\- . . 
fundamental, will prove useful in the example considered later. 
‘rHEOREh1 5.15. Suppose thut there esists u continuously, Frechet d$ferentiable 
function J: .Y -+ d, and a continuous function h: -\. + ~9, bounded belozc on 
bounded subsets of -I-. satisj>Vrq the properties 
(i) J is sequentially zcenkly continuous, and J’ : .\- l .Y* maps bounded sets 
to bounded sets, 
(ii) ’ .-lu -f(u), J’(u); h(u) ,for all u E D(,-f), 
(iii) Let z,, 1 Z, g(z,,) --+ 0. Then h(z) ( b,, ,~ h(~,#). !f; further, 
h(z,,) -+ h(z), then I’(%?() -)- I’(Z). 
I,et t,, E .A, let u: [t,, , ~0) -+ A’ be n bounded zxeak solution of (5.1). Let 
a = lim. T 17(u(t)), p z-1 1’ lml .. 1 -(u(t)). Define Qv(u) ~~ {z E S: there exists a 
sequence t,, F CT, WV? that u(t,,) 2 2 und Jr(u(t,,)) -+ V(z)}, and .for y ~9 
define .I/., [Z E S: there exists (I weak solution u of (5.4) with u(0) :m 2 such that 
J -(u(t)) y, ~(ii(t)) 7-z 0 for all t E .‘A’ 1. Then CC I-- 13 : 2 \, ---a and for each 
y E [a, /3] the set Qn,,(u) n AZ.,, is nonempt?. 
If, further, for each y t [CY, /3] there ore only finitely muny elements of M./ in the 
weak closure of the snn,ae of u, then rl j3, and for some q, E ill,, , u(t) z z,, , and 
1 -(u(t)) --f r ‘(z,,) as f f x 
Proof. Suppose that , U(U) ‘ : K for all D c [t,, , “c’). Define J .(f, ,) 
l’& .) I-(.) for all t t 2. 1Ve begin bv showing that condition (D) is satisfied. 
Let s E .&, I,, m-f x”, u,, E G,?,(s), u,, iz u E i; and suppose that C?(u,,(O)) 
1 r(u,,(t)) --f 0 uniformly for t in compact subsets of :‘Rm Suppose that J’(u,~(O)) + 
C’(a(O)). Without loss of generality we may assume that ~ V(un(0)) --- J~T(~(0)), 1. 
E ,-’ 0 for all n. Let 7 y 0. From the proof of Theorem 5.14 we see that 
lim,,-., Ji R(~L,,(T)) d~ 0. Since ,y 0 there exists a subsequence u,, of u,, such 
that 
,k?%(T)) -’ 0 c x(47)) for almost all 7 E [0, 7’1. 
Similarly, 
‘jp; jy h(U“(T)) dT $2 [J(u,A T)) -~~ J@,,(O))1 
.IT(wY) - J(W) 
== (‘r h(ii(~)) d7, 
. 0 
where the second equality follows from the sequential weak continuity of J. 
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Let S := (7 E [0, T]: h(%(~)) < h,,, ~(u,(T))}. Since h is bounded below on 
bounded sets it follows from (iii) and Fatou’s lemma that S has measure zero. 
Hence we may assume without loss of generality that for some t, E [0, T], 
x(u,(t”)) d 0 and h(u,(t,)) - h(u(t,)). Thus by (iii) we have V(u,(&)) + V(ti(t,)). 
But l-(uU(to)) - T’(u,(O)) + 0 and V(ii(f,)) :z: C7(u(0)). Hence J-(~~~(0)) -+ 
l’(u(O)), vhich is a contradiction. Thus condition (D) is satisfied. 
Since T- and u are continuous, so is the map f k-t C-(u(t)). The set u([t, , oo)) 
is clearly sequentially weakly precompact. .Uso, 1,~ ‘I’heorcm 3.7(ii) and the 
proof of Theorem 5.14, (3.6) holds. By (b,ii) and the representation 
Iv maps bounded sets in S to bounded sets. Therefore /j > --a. Thus by 
Theorem 3.6(i), CO > p 33 OL :- -CC and for each y t [CY, p] the set Q,.(U) n AZ.,, 
is nonempty. 
The last statement of the theorem follows from the weak connectedness of 
Q1.(u). 1 
El.A~IP1.E. Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product ( , ) and norm 
iI . ,~. Let B be a positive self-adjoint operator densely defined on Hand such that 
B-l is defined on all of N and is compact. Let HB denote the domain of B1i2. 
HB is a Hilbert space with inner product ( , )B and norm /’ . job , where ;I 2: 1~8 7 
‘I B r2e for all v E H, . We identify H with its dual. It is clear that HR is dense 
in E/, that H is dense in I.lrl*, and that both imbedding maps are compact. Let 
S : = fZR H. Under the norm “(w, zs}~is LZ (iI u’ ‘1; -- II Z: ‘!?)I;‘, ,Y forms a 
Hilbert space. 
Consider the abstract damped wave equation 
and the corresponding autonomous equation 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
\\;e make the following hypotheses on F, E, and D. 
(ei) F: HB x H x 9 --) E-I; for each {w, C} E X the map F(za, v, .) from &’ 
into H is strongly measurable, and for almost all t E .9 the map F(., ., t) from S 
into H is sequentially weakly continuous; 
(eii) for each bounded subset G of S there is a locally integrable function 
nz, on g such that 
F(ZL’, 2’. t)’ sg m&t) 
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for all (w, v] E S and almost all t t “A, and for each t,, E d 
i 
, (- ,< 
Iim sup 71ZG(T) d7 = 0; 
s-4 1. t” * I 
(eiii) the maps 1) : &I’ --, )I and F : fl R ---z fi are sequentially weak11 
continuous, and for each bounded subset G of -I- 
(eiv) there exists a continuously FrCchet differentiable function @: II, + .Y 
such that @‘(zL’) == F(W) for all ‘L: E HB (thus (71, Q’(w)) -my (E’(zD), 2:) for all 
w, u E El& 
(ev) the map (~0, ~1 - + (.!I(%, v), U) is sequentially weakly lower semi- 
continuous on X; furthermore, for each bounded subset T of II, there exists a 
strictly increasing continuous function k,: :%+ 4 .P with R,(O) = 0, such that 
for all u E H. 
Before analyzing (5.18) and (5.19) we mention two special cases of these 
equations. 
Special Case I. Let Q be a nonempty bounded open set in SF with boundary 
X2. Let II -7 1,2(Q). Consider the problem 
zul, :- n(zu, t) zuOt -- Azc A +(w, t) = 0, .v t Q, t ,?, s, 
ZLl SR I 0, zc t=S and zufltxs prescribed, 
(5.20) 
and the corresponding autonomous problem 
ZC ,, i- n(w) zu/ -- Aw + &zu) :-: 0, .Y E Q, t ‘X 0, 
PC !i<j =- 0, 7~ I+=,, and PC! /1-O prescribed. 
(5.21) 
We suppose that 
(i) a: SY x .@ -~-> .I; a(z~l, .) is measurable for each w E W, and a( ‘, t) is 
continuous for almost all t E 2; 5: .2 + d is continuous and satisfies 
for all w E 33, where S is some constant; 
(ii) 4: .oA i: .Y? --f .R is measurable in t for each fixed zo and continuous in zc 
for almost all 1; 4: 3 .-- + 2 is continuous; 
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(iii) there exists a nonnegative locally integrable function m(t) satisfying 
-t--s 
lim sup 
Re.0 t>t,, ! 
m(T) dT 0 
t 
for each t,, E g, such that if II I 
~ a(zu, t): L : gqzc, t)’ < m(r) B,(w), 
for all w E .X and almost all t E J?, where 0,: .%’ + d is continuous, and if n >, 1 
for all zc E 9 and almost all f E .%, where 1 :s y < CG if rz == 2, 1 < y < 
IZQZ -- 2) if 11 3, 2 
(iv) there exists a nonnegative locally integrable function q(t) satisfying 
such that if n = I. 
for all PC E 2 and almost all t E %‘, where &: d --f .B’ is continuous, and if n > 1, 
for all PC E .9 and almost all t E 3, where 1 < y < ix if n == 2, 1 < y < 
n/(72 ~ 2) if 7z > 2. 
Let D(B) == {w E W,$a(Q): Aw gL2(S2)}, and let B = -A. Then I-iB = W$2(Q). 
Put F(w, 2’, t) == u(w( .), t) o( .) -(- c$(w(.), 
Q(w) --. jn J;‘z’&~) dr dx. I+ 
t), qw, n) = a(w(.)) n( .), F(w) = cj(w( .)), 
e claim that hypotheses (ei)-(ev) hold. The 
measurability assertions follow in the same way as for the example in Subsection 
(a). The fact that (D(w, e), ZJ) is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous is 
a consequence, for example, of Ekeland and TCmam [32, Chap. VIII, Theorem 
2.11. The other assertions are not hard to prove; as an example we show that 
F(., ., t) is sequentially weakly continuous from X into H for almost all t E W. 
Let w,, ‘+‘:sZ(Q)\ jq7, Z’,, x!JQL r. Then by the imbedding theorems, Mazur’s 
theorem, and (i)+ii), 
4WTi.h t) r?(n)-+ u(w(.), t), 
and 
4(%(.), t) Lw ’ $(w(.), t), 
Hence a(zu,,(.), t)z’lt La a(~(.), t)e), and the result follows. 
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Special Case 2. M-e consider a crude model for the transverse deflecticln 2, 
of an extensible elastic rod of length I 0. This model has been studied in the 
autonomous case by Dickey [30] and Hall [J-5]. If the ends of the beam XC 
clamped then the appropriate initial boundarv value problem is 
wt, .. (6 _ d(t)) P(‘[ -* ‘vzc,,,, - (p -; b(t) + k 1.’ zuc(<, t)” d5) w,r, : 0. 
'0 
0 at .2: = 0, I, w jtzs and w1 It+ prescribed. 
(5.22) 
70 :- z:‘, 
In (5.22), Q (0,1), and S > 0, N .: 0, ,E, k :, 0 are constants. The measurable 
real-valued functions d( ,) and 6(.) represent perturbations to the damping 
coefficient and the axial load, respectively. \Ye assume that 
Let II =z L’(Q), Z)(B) ~~~ (W E IV:,‘(Q): zeJ,l~,i,s E L2(Q)], B =I a(d”;‘dx4). Then 
Hs = w,*“(n). Put P(W, z, t) (S -: d(t))a(.) -~ (/3 i 6(t) -t- h/l zc,,. i!“)w ,,i,, (.), 
D(w, 2:) = &I(.), E(w) --(p -;- R 11 W, i12)7Usr(.), Q(W) = = (1312) zc,, 8” ~ 
(k/4) ]i W, l14. It is easily verified that hypotheses (ei)- (ev) hold. 
Returning now to the study of Eqs. (5.18) and (5.19), we proceed to v-erif! 
that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.15 hold. Define 0(.4) == D(B) :,’ N, L x’, 
A({w, v}) =-. {,E, -- Bw]. Standard results from linear semigroup theor)- shou 
that A generates a strongly continuous group on S. Define f: S >: .d - ,Y bl 
f((W, zl}, t) == (0, --F(w, Z’, t)].. If u =: {ZC , c “C ij, then (5.18) has the form (5.1). 
Similarly, iff({W , zj) =~: {O, --L)(zo, r) - F(7c)) then (5.19) has the form (5.4). It 
is clear from (ei)-(eiii) that hypotheses (h,)-(b,) are satisfied. Define F: S ---+ .X 
andg: A+ W by 
l ‘(zc, 7’) : ji’(w, ZJII;, -2 (D(w), (5.23) 
.dZ% 4 Mw, u), VI, (5.24) 
for (zu, V> E S. It is easily verified that 1’ is continuously differentiable and that 
(b5i) holds. Since 1) is sequentially weakly continuous it follows that g is con- 
tinuous. The fact that 7” maps bounded sets to bounded sets follows from tho 
sequential weak continuity of i? Hence (b,) is satisfied. 
Define J: S -F .-R and h: .Y --z .X by 
J(w, 7>) -(PC, T.), 
Il(ZU, 7’) ~ ~1 74’ i f{ :~ (D(zu, v), 74 + (F(ZO), w) - /I ZI 112, 
for {w, ZJ> t ,Y. It is easily checked that / is continuously differentiable, that /’ 
and h map bounded sets to bounded sets, and that (Au -1 j(u), J’(U)) = h(u) for 
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all u E D(A). Since the imbedding of HB in H is compact, J is sequentially weakly 
continuous. Let 20, .%..x w, z1,, 5 0. Then w, 5 w, D(wn , Us) E D(w, 0), 
E(w,) 5 F(w), 11 w 11: < l&_, i/ w,, 1;: . Hence h(w, 0) < lim,_7, h(w, , z’,,). 
Suppose further that h(w, , v,,) ---f h(w, 0). Then 11 w, lob - ,; zc !L( . Therefore 
% -“2, w, and thus I/(w, , u,) --f I’(zc, 0). We have thus shown that conditions 
(i)-(iii) of Theorem 5.15 are satisfied. Applying the theorem we obtain 
THEOREM 5.16. Let t, E &‘, and let {z~, wt) : [tu , 03) --L S be a zeak solution of 
(5.18) that is bounded in norm. Let b7 be gicen by (5.23), let cy = I&+,, k7(w(t), 
wt(t)), and let ,8 = lim,,, V(w(t), z+(t)). LlejGze Q,(w) = (~3 t HB: there exists a 
sequence t, ---f cc such that {zc, wt}(t,<) 5 (31, O}j and for y E & define M,, = 
{{y, Oj E- X: y E D(B), By + F(y) = 0, I’( J~,O) =: y>. Then co 3> /3 ,; u > - co 
and for each y E [CL, l3] the set Q,(w) CT I!&, is nonempty. 
If, further, for each y E [a, /?] there are only finitely many elements of MY in the 
weak closure of the range of (26, u! 
{w(t), q(t): 4 {y, 0) 
t), then n = p and for some {y, 0} E M, , 
ast--t cc. 
Remarks. (1) If in special case 1 the function a(w, t) depends also explicitly 
on x E .Q, and vanishes for x outside some compact subset of Q, then (ev) does 
not hold. This is an example of “weak damping.” For results in the linear case 
the reader is referred to Dafermos [22,24,28]. For decay estimates in the linear 
case see Rauch [44] for the case of strong damping and Russell [49] for weak 
damping. 
(2) In special case 2 there are only finitely many equilibrium positions for 
the rod (cf. [4]), so that the last statement of Theorem 5.16 holds. An existence 
and uniqueness theory for (5.22) could be given using the fact that the corre- 
sponding f(u, t) in (5.1) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect to u (cf. 
Ball [S], Reed [45]); in this case, however, a separate argument is required to 
prove the necessary weak continuous dependence results. 
Finally we discuss an example which does not fit directly into the theory 
developed in this paper, but can be handled by similar methods. Let Q, $ be as 
in special case 1, let H = L”(Q), S = W:‘“(Q) x L2(Q), and consider the 
autonomous problem 
zutt + (1 + 11 VW 11”) wt - Aw + d(w) = 0, 
w Ian = 0, {w, wt}(0) E x. 
(5.35) 
Assume for simplicity that there are only finitely many solutions y E W’,‘,“(Q) of 
the steady-state problem 
Ay : 4(y). (5.26) 
As before we may write (5.25) in the form 
ti = Au +f(u), 
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where A({w, u}) -m: {v, Au}, J((w, u}) =~ (0, -(I -; 1~ VW 11”)~ - B(w)], etc. But 
f is not sequentially weakly continuous, so that the preceding theory does not 
apply. Nevertheless any weak solution {w, w&t) of (5.25) converges strongly in 
A7 as t j CO to {y, O> for some solution y E WiY2(.Q) of (5.26). To prove this let *I’ 
have the limit space structure of weak convergence, and let X :~= (21 f- A-$ : II 
[xl, wt} is a weak solution of (5.25)). F or 7 E .9+, u E Z%, define R(T)u to be the 
T-translate u, of u. We claim that K satisfies the relaxed continuity property: 
(*) if f,, -w x and R(t,,)u y$ w’, then z’ = [w, 0} and 
R(t) R(t,)u -y”el R(t)v for anv t E9?‘- . _
To prove (*) note that the energy equation 
holds for weak solutions of (5.25), so that /, V’ZL! :1”(t) is bounded for ail t E 9 * and 
J’r 1; wt /I2 A < a. Property (*) follows by using these facts, the variation of 
constants formula, and our previous techniques. We now observe that (*) is 
sufficient for the arguments of Section 2 to go through. Strong convergence of 
(w, w&t) to {y, 0: as t --z 03 can then be proved as for special case 1. Certain 
other damping terms depending on VW may be treated similarly. 
,Vote added in proof. The methods of Section 5 are applied in Ball and Slemrod [SS] 
to some semilinear control problems in Hilbert space. 
In a recent paper \?‘ebb [59] has shown that one may prove strong precompactness of 
bounded orbits for autonomous equations of the form (5.4) when3 x ---t x is compact and 
j/ T(t)11 < Mewt for all t E iw’, with w I 0. Some results for equations (5.18) and (5.19) 
can be obtained by this method. 
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